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Domestic fears
So, here he is a long-awaited diploma and honorary status "Young Specialist"!
But what next to do with this happiness? How to look for yourself where to attach?
After the solemn presentation of this official document, the former student is no longer required to go
to the university, attend couples and perform independent work.
From now on, the student life is over for him, a new period comes in an independent life.
It is very difficult to get used to such radical changes, since the student is no longer a student on
scholarships, but not an employee on a salary.

Status, to put it mildly, suspended, and the unknown scares every day of summer more and more.
If we talk about mental experiences and internal fears, you need to highlight the following excavating
points:
Fear of lack of employment on the main specialty;
fear remain without stable income, feel material difficulties;
reluctance to upset their parents who have been given all strength and cash in favor of higher
education of their own children;
fear not to realize yourself in creative endeavors and projects for life;
Fear of the loser against the background of his successful fellow students;
Fear of loneliness and lack of personal life;
Low social level in life.
All these thoughts are also a matter in the head of the graduate, deprive sleep and peace, require
immediate actions in finding promising work.
Indeed, you should not hide in this matter, because a timely start will not only make the most

advantageous offer, but also will not allow to bother off the idleness in the last summer of his
carefree life.
Promotion from university
If the student has studied on the budget of the day branch, that is, he received a scholarship, and
each semester did not make a training fee, he can easily fall under the distribution.
What it is, not all students of the university know, so it's time to clearly clarify the situation.
As a rule, state-owned enterprises make state order, that is, they inform a particular university about
the number of vacancies on a particular specialty that students can occupy already as young
professionals.
That is, a graduate of the university is employed by specialty in the status of a student, which is very
promising and allows you to somewhat relax after receiving a diploma.

It is important to understand that not all students make such a favorable and promising sentence,
choose only the best of the best.
The following points are welcome among the main criteria for assessing candidates:
high medium score;
participation in the life of the university;
good recommendations of teachers and curator;
good health;
lack of dubious stories with law;
Sufficient physical training.
This or that company expects a young employee who has given the hope of a possible prospect of
long-term cooperation.
That is why, from the first year, it is advisable to learn well and manifest itself from the best side,
then there will be no problems with work on the issue.
Memo! Only state employees can count on the distribution at the end of the university - excellent
students, but representatives of the contractual form of training even in immaculate knowledge in
the specialty and red diploma should look for themselves work independently.

As stated, the state is responsible for them.
First steps in adulthood
So, the student years remained behind, it's time to make a choice of decent work and preferably in
the specialty.
Having received a specialist diploma in June, you should not wait for the first of September, but the
search for a vacant position began immediately.
This does not mean that it is necessary to run in different enterprises, storming personnel
departments, pass endless interviews instead of deserved leave, demand work.
It is enough to get up on the labor exchange, register, as unemployed, and after to wait favorable
offers from employers.
The task of the employment centers is to employ their applicants, or to ensure it at the expense of
the state, advanced training.
Since the number of unemployed on the labor exchange rapidly increases, it is not necessary to
especially count on this state organization, and the proposed vacancies do not always correspond to
the desired result of the university graduate.
In parallel, you can find a job on your own. This is not a problem, and all thanks to the unlimited
possibilities of the World Wide Web.
So, what will help the Internet? The fact is that on its expanses there is a huge number of virtual
labor exchanges, which also actively promote the real employment of a graduate.
It is necessary to competently create a resume and send it to different sites - intermediaries about
work, while leaving your contact details, and the issue of employment will be completely resolved.
Conclusion One: With a search for work, it is better not to slow, and it is advisable to make this issue
immediately after receiving a cherished document on the assignment of higher education.

